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Résumé / Abstract 
 
Cet article étudie le rôle de la productivité sur les choix organisationnels des entreprises. Nous 
élargissons l’étude d’Antràs et Helpman (2004) en permettant aux entreprises hétérogènes de 
choisir entre l’adoption d’intrants spécifiques ou génériques. Au sein des industries 
caractérisées par une forte utilisation d’intrants, les entreprises font face à un compromis entre 
une productivité réduite liée aux intrants génériques et un problème de hold-up moindre 
découlant de l’impartition générique. Nous démontrons que le problème de hold-up lié à 
l’impartition générique augmente selon la productivité d’une entreprise. Ce qui implique que : 
les entreprises dont le taux de productivité est élevé choisissent l’impartition optimale au Sud, 
(ii) les entreprises dont le taux de productivité est moyen choisissent l’impartition générique 
au Sud, (iii) les entreprises dont le taux de productivité est bas choisissent l’impartition 
générique au Nord. 
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This paper investigates the role of productivity on a firm’s organizational choice. We expand 
Antràs and Helpman (2004) by allowing heterogeneous firms to choose between adopting 
specific and generic inputs. In input-intensive industries, firms face a trade-off between the 
lower productivity of generic inputs and the reduced hold-up friction of generic outsourcing. 
We demonstrate that the hold-up friction under generic outsourcing increases with a firm’s 
productivity. This implies that: (i) high productivity firms choose ideal outsourcing to the 
South, (ii) medium productivity firms choose generic outsourcing to the South, (iii) low 
productivity firms choose generic outsourcing to the North. 
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1 Introduction

Empirical studies have unveiled a systematic relationship between produc-
tivity and a firm’s outsourcing strategy. In a study of Japanese manufactur-
ing firms, Tomiura (2005a) found that only the most productive firms out-
source internationally, while less productive firms outsource domestically. In
a follow-up study, Tomiura (2005b) found that Japanese FDI firms are dis-
tinctively more productive than foreign outsourcing firms, which are equally
productive as exporters and are clearly more productive than domestic firms.

To explain the relation between productivity and a firm’s outsourcing
strategy, recent theoretical studies have incorporated firm heterogeneity into
international trade models.1 Antràs and Helpman (2004) map the property
rights theory of Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore (1990) into a
general-equilibrium trade model with heterogeneous firms. In their model,
two customized inputs are required to produce a final good: headquarter
services that are provided by a Northern final good firm and manufactur-
ing components that are supplied by an intermediate good firm located
in the North or South. The authors find that in component-intensive in-
dustries, the assignment of property rights to the intermediate good firm
(outsourcing) leads to higher variable profits than could be achieved by the
assignment of property rights to the final good firm (vertical integration).
If the fixed costs of outsourcing to the South is larger than outsourcing
domestically, they find that the most productive firms outsource interna-
tionally, while the least productive firms outsource domestically. Grossman,
Helpman and Szeidl (2005) use the Antràs-Helpman framework (2004) to
assess the importance of firm heterogeneity in aggregate outsourcing pat-
terns across countries. They predict that in component-intensive industries
a reduction in the fixed cost of outsourcing leads to a positive correlation
between outsourcing and foreign sourcing.

The existing studies have paid scant attention to the impact of input
specificity on the organizational form that firms adopt (Helpman, 2005).
Antràs and Helpman (2004) and Grossman, Helpman and Szeidl (2005)
assume that inputs are completely specific, i.e. useless outside the exist-
ing relation. Counter to this assumption, however, the global value chain
governance literature has argued that lead firms form different types of con-
tracting arrangements with their suppliers depending on the degree of input

1This builds on a recent trade literature has analyzed the organization of interna-
tional production by incorporating elements of incomplete contracts theory into general-
equilibrium trade models. See Helpman (2005) and Spencer (2005) for comprehensive
reviews of this literature.
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specificity. Sturgeon and Lee (2001) have identified three types of relations:
(1) the captive supplier makes specific components using specialized ma-
chinery dedicated to a single lead firm’s needs; (2) The turn-key supplier
uses flexible manufacturing systems to produce customized components for
multiple customers; (3) the commodity supplier provides generic compo-
nents. According to Gereffi, Humphrey and Sturgeon (2005), the degree
of input specificity adopted in a buyer-supplier relation not only depends
on technological factors such as the complexity of transactions, but also
on firm-specific characteristics such as the relative productivity of the lead
firm and the supplier.2 Specifically, when the supplier has a relatively low
productivity, then a contractual arrangement with a high degree of input
specificity is chosen. When the supplier has a relatively high productivity, a
contractual arrangement with a lower degree of input specificity is adopted.

This paper investigates the role of productivity on the optimal outsourc-
ing strategy when final good firms can choose between the adoption of dif-
ferent types of inputs. For this purpose, we build on the Antràs-Helpman
(2004) setting by allowing heterogeneous firms in an input-intensive indus-
try to choose between the adoption of specific and generic inputs.3 In an
incomplete contracting environment, this introduces an interesting trade-
off: even though specific inputs are more productive than generic inputs,
final good producers might opt for generic inputs because it reduces the
hold-up friction in the relationship by giving the intermediate good firm a
positive ex post outside option. We demonstrate that the hold-up friction
under generic outsourcing continuously rises with the final good firm’s pro-
ductivity level. If search costs are higher in the South than in the North,
this implies that: (i) high productivity firms choose ideal outsourcing to
the South, (ii) medium productivity firms choose generic outsourcing to the
South, (iii) low productivity firms choose generic outsourcing to the North.
This sorting pattern occurs despite the fact that fixed costs are assumed to
be identical for all organizational forms.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up the model. Sec-
tion 3 describes the firms’ optimization decisions and derives the hold-up
friction under each organizational form. Section 4 then describes the equi-
librium sorting of firms into different production structures and locations of
production. Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2Gereffi, Humphrey and Sturgeon (2005) use the term “competence” instead of pro-
ductivity.

3Grossman and Helpman (2002), Nunn (2005) and Feenstra and Spencer (2005) also
consider the impact of input specificity on the organization of international production.
However, these models do not consider heterogeneous firms.
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2 Model

Consider a world with two countries — the North and the South — and a
single industry that produces differentiated consumer goods. Global con-
sumers spend a fraction µ of their aggregate income on the industry and
have CES preferences for industry products:

U =
( ∫ n

0
y(i)αdi

) 1
α

, (1)

where y(i) is the quantity demanded of final good i and α ∈ [0, 1] is a
parameter that determines the elasticity of demand. There are n final good
firms that each produce one final good variety i. Consumer preferences given
by equation (1) lead to the following inverse demand function faced by the
producer of good y(i):

p(i) = A1−αy(i)−(1−α), 0 < α < 1, (2)

where p is the price of the good and

A =
µ∫ n

0 p(i)
−α
1−α di

is the aggregate consumption index. We treat the number of firms as a
continuum, implying that firms take A as given.

For the production of each final good variety, two parties are required:
an intermediate good firm that produces the inputs and a final good firm
that has the know-how (for example, technology, distributional or servicing
network) to turn the input into a final good. We assume that only the North
knows how to produce final goods, while inputs can be produced in both the
North and the South. We also assume that intermediate good firms supply
their inputs to at most one final good firm.

Similar to Melitz (2003), in our model, final good firms differ in produc-
tivity level. To learn his productivity, a final good firm incurs an irreversible
fixed cost of entry equal to Fe units of Northern labor. Upon paying this
fixed cost, he learns his productivity level θ(i), which is randomly drawn
from a known cumulative distribution G(θ). After observing his produc-
tivity level, the final good producer decides whether to start producing or
remain idle. To initiate production, he needs to spend an additional fixed
operating cost F . This entails that final good firms below a certain thresh-
old productivity level θ

¯
remain idle. Final good y(i) is produced with the

production function
y(i) = θ(i)x(i), (3)
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where x(i) is the number of units of inputs. One unit of input x(i) can be
produced in the North (N) and the South (S) with one unit of labor. We
assume that Southern wages ωS are strictly lower than Northern wages ωN

and normalize the latter to 1: ωS < ωN = 1. In addition, we assume that,
regardless of the location of production, a fixed cost f in units of Northern
labor to start input production.

To start production, each final good firm forms a contract with one of
a perfectly elastic supply of potential intermediate good firms in the North
and the South. Ex ante contracts between the two parties are incomplete:
only the allocation of residual rights and a lump-sum transfer between the
two parties are ex ante contractible. The transfer is paid upon signing the
contract. Since the two parties ex ante cannot sign an enforceable contract
for the purchase of a specific quantity of inputs at a specific price, they
bargain over the surplus from the relationship ex post, i.e. after the inputs
have been produced. Following Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and
Moore (1990), and similar to Antràs and Helpman (2004), we assume that
ex post bargaining takes place under both ownership structures: vertical
integration and outsourcing. We model this ex post bargaining as a Gen-
eralized Nash Bargaining game where intermediate good firms have a fixed
bargaining share β ∈ [0, 1].

If a relationship breaks down during the ex post bargaining process, we
assume that the contract becomes void and the ex ante transfer is returned.
At that time, we assume that each party with residual rights can offer the
original contract (including the original transfer) to a new partner. This
will allow us to calculate the outside options.

Up to this point, our model replicates a simplified version of the Antràs-
Helpman (2004) framework where (i) industries are completely input-intensive
and (ii) there are no differences in fixed costs between organizational forms.
Under this scenario, Antràs-Helpman predict that all firms will outsource
their production of inputs to intermediate good firms in the South. The in-
tuition is straightforward: with such assumptions, the lower Southern wages
make the South a strictly preferred location for input production. As we
shall see below, our additional assumptions will permit us to get a richer
and more realistic sorting pattern.

Final good firms ex ante make the technological choice between using
ideal or generic inputs to produce final goods.4 An input is ideal for final
good variety y(i) if it is specifically tailored to the final good and worthless
otherwise. A generic input can be used by any final good variety, but requires

4Ex post, final good firms cannot switch to a different type of input.
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the final good firm to spend additional customization costs ρ per unit of
input to make it compatible to final good specifications. This entails that
generic inputs are less productive than ideal inputs. As we demonstrate
below, final good firms thus face an interesting trade-off: on the one hand,
ideal inputs are more productive than generic inputs. On the other hand,
the adoption of generic inputs gives the intermediate good firm a positive ex
post outside option, thus reducing the hold-up problem. Specifically, if the
ex ante contract breaks down at the time of the ex post Nash bargaining,
the intermediate good firm can form a relationship with one of the idle final
good firms and obtain fraction β from the revenue generated in this new
relationship. This presence of a positive ex post outside option increases
the intermediate good firm’s surplus share, thus increasing his incentive to
supply inputs and reducing the hold-up problem.

To account for the stylized fact that search costs are higher across bor-
ders than within borders and that Southern firms have inferior search and
communication technologies, we assume that only the Northern intermediate
good firms are able to identify the threshold final good firm with productiv-
ity θ

¯
. This search cost difference implies that the intermediate good firm’s

ex post outside option differs under generic outsourcing to the North and
South: while a Northern intermediate good firm in its ex post outside option
can approach the threshold firm to form a new relation, a Southern inter-
mediate good firm is forced to randomly sign up with any idle final good
firm willing to enter in a relationship.

To summarize, active final good firms simultaneously choose three pa-
rameters ex ante: (i) the technological structure (i.e., whether to adopt
ideal or generic inputs), (ii) the ownership structure (vertical integration or
outsourcing), and (iii) the location of input production (North or South).
We define production structure to comprise both a firm’s technological and
ownership structure. In particular, final good firms can choose from three
feasible production structures: vertical integration (I), ideal outsourcing
(O) and generic outsourcing (G).5 We define organizational form (k, l) to
comprise a final good firm’s production structure k ∈ K = {I, O, G} and
location of input production l ∈ L ={N,S}.

The model can be summarized by the following sequences of moves: (1)
the final good firm decides whether it enters the market. If he enters, he
incurs a fixed cost Fe to have his productivity level θ(i) realized; (2) the

5Vertical integration with the adoption of generic inputs is never feasible: the hold-up
problem is the same as under vertical integration with ideal inputs, and generic inputs are
less productive than ideal inputs.
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final good firm decides if he wants to produce output or remain idle. If
he decides to produce output, he chooses his organizational form (k, l) by
simultaneously choosing the production structure k ∈ K = {I,O,G} and
location of input production l ∈ L ={N,S}. In that case, the final good
firm signs an incomplete contract with an intermediate good firm; (3) the
intermediate good firm produces its inputs; (4) generalized Nash bargaining
between the intermediate good firm and the final good firm. The final goods
are then produced and sold, after which the proceeds are divided between
the parties according to the outcome of generalized Nash bargaining.

3 Hold-Up Friction

We will solve the model through backward induction. To simplify notation,
we from now on will drop the i’s and refer to a firm’s “ex post outside
option” as its outside option. Under generalized Nash bargaining, each
party receives the sum of its outside option plus its bargaining share of the
quasi-rents. By quasi-rents we mean the surplus created in the relationship
net of both parties’ outside options. Let V and v denote the final good
firm’s and the intermediate good firm’s outside options respectively; and R
the total revenue (or surplus) that the two parties can make from the sale
of the final good. The final good firm thus obtains

V l
k + (1− β)

(
Rl

k − vl
k − V l

k

)
,

where vl
k, V l

k , and Rl
k are functions of xl

k:

vl
k = vl

k(x
l
k), V

l
k = V l

k(xl
k), and Rl

k = Rl
k(x

l
k).

The intermediate good firm obtains

vl
k + β

(
Rl

k − vl
k − V l

k

)
.

Prior to generalized Nash bargaining, the final good firm proposes the inter-
mediate good firm a minimum lump-sum transfer t that will guarantee the
intermediate good firm’s participation in the relationship. Since the supply
of intermediate good firms is perfectly elastic, an intermediate good firm’s
participation constraint is nonnegative profits. The final good firm thus
maximizes its profit function Πl

k:

max
t

Πl
k = V l

k + (1− β)
(
Rl

k − vl
k − V l

k

)
− ρkx

l
k − F − t (4)
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subject to the intermediate good firm’s participation constraint of nonneg-
ative profits πl

k:

πl
k = vl

k + β
(
Rl

k − vl
k − V l

k

)
− ωlxl

k − f + t ≥ 0, (5)

where ρ is the amount of resources that a final good firm spends to customize
its inputs. It is strictly positive under generic outsourcing and zero for the
other production structures:

ρG > 0 and ρO = ρI = 0.

F and f denote fixed costs of starting production for final and intermediate
good firms, respectively. We assume that these fixed costs are identical for
all organizational forms.

By solving for the optimal lump-sum transfer t and taking into account
the intermediate good firm’s profit-maximizing output level, the final good
firm’s optimal organizational form (k∗, l∗) solves the following:

max
k∈K,l∈L

Πl
k = R(xl∗

k )− (ωl + ρk)xl∗
k − f − F, (6)

subject to:

xl∗
k = argmaxx

{
vl
k + β

(
Rl

k − vl
k − V l

k

)
− ωlxl

k

}
. (7)

To solve for the optimal organizational form, it is necessary to determine
the intermediate good firm’s and final good firm’s outside options vl

k and V l
k

under each organizational form (k, l). We define a party’s ex post outside
option as the deviation payoff when a relationship breaks down, taking as
given the continuance of all other relationships. Next, we summarize both
parties’ outside options under each organizational form.

I. Vertical Integration to the North or South. Following the property
rights theory of the firm, we assume that under vertical integration to the
North (I,N) and South (I, S), the final good producer has the residual rights
over the inputs produced by the intermediate good firm. If a relationship
breaks down, he therefore has the power to fire the intermediate good firm
and seize a fraction δ of inputs. As a result, its outside option V l

I = δαRl
I .

The intermediate good firm, however, has no outside option since it has no
residual rights over the inputs it produces. As a result, vl

I = 0. Thus, for
the organizational forms (I, l), we have:

V l
I = δαRl

I and vl
I = 0. (8)
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II. Ideal Outsourcing to the North or South. Under ideal outsourcing
to the North (O,N) and South (O,S), the intermediate good firm nor the
final good firm has an outside option since inputs are completely specialized
and worthless otherwise. This implies that for the organizational forms
(O, l) we have:

vl
O = V l

O = 0. (9)

III. Generic Outsourcing to the North. Under generic outsourcing to
the North (G, N), generic inputs can be used by all final good firms that have
chosen to adopt generic inputs. In that case, the final good firm in Nash
equilibrium does not have an outside option since all other intermediate
good firms that have entered the market are already tied up in a relation
with other final good firms. Thus, V N

G = 0. The intermediate good firm,
however, can offer the generic inputs x that it has produced for the original
relationship to the idle threshold final good firm with productivity level θ

¯for a share β of total revenue R
¯

generated in this new relationship.6 As is
shown in Appendix A, the intermediate good firm’s Nash equilibrium outside
option under (G, N) is a constant fraction of the revenue that could have
been generated in the original relation:

vN
G = β

(
θ

θ
¯

)−α

RN
G , (10)

where the fraction is increasing in the intermediate good firm’s bargaining
share β, and decreasing in the final good firm’s productivity level relative
to the threshold firm θ/θ

¯
and the elasticity of substitution. Thus, for the

organizational form (G, N), we have:

V N
G = 0 and vN

G = β

(
θ

θ
¯

)−α

RN
G . (11)

IV. Generic Outsourcing to the South. Similar to generic outsourcing
to the North, the final good firm under generic outsourcing to the South
(G, S) in Nash equilibrium does not have an outside option: V N

G = 0. An
intermediate good firm, however, can randomly sign up with any idle final
good firm willing to enter in a relationship in the event of a breakdown of
the original relationship. Let θ0 denote the lowest productivity level of such

6The assumption that the intermediate good firm receives share β of total revenue in
the outside relationship is equivalent to assuming that he can only deviate once.
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firms. In that case, the expected productivity level of the final good firm
with whom he ends up is:

ξ =
∫ θ

¯
θ0

θG(θ)dθ < θ
¯
.

This leaves the Southern intermediate good firm with the following outside
option:

vS
G = β

(
θ

ξ

)−α

RS
G. (12)

A comparison of (10) and (12) shows that, all else equal, the intermedi-
ate good firm’s outside option under generic outsourcing to the South is
weakly lower than under generic outsourcing to the North. Thus, for the
organizational form (G, S) we have:

V l
I = 0 and vS

G = β

(
θ

ξ

)−α

RS
G. (13)

We can use the outside options to calculate the degree of input specificity
for each organizational form. Nunn (2005) defines an input to be specific
if its value within a buyer-seller relationship is significantly higher than
outside the relationship. Thus, we define the degree of input specificity dl

k as
the difference between the total revenue that can be created with an input
within a buyer-seller relationship and the total revenue that can be created
with that input in the outside option as a share of total revenue within the
buyer-seller relationship. In our notation:

dl
k =

(Rl
k − vl

k/β)
Rl

k

.

If dl
k = 0, then there is no input specificity since the inputs are equally

valuable within and outside the buyer-seller relationship. If dl
k = 1, then

there is complete input specificity since inputs are worthless in the outside
relationship. Using the outside options vl

k, we can calculate the degree of
input specificity for each organizational form:

dl
k =


1 if (I, l)
1 if (O, l)

1−
(

θ
ξ

)−α
if (G, S)

1−
(

θ
θ
¯

)−α
if (G, N)

(14)
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Figure 1 depicts the degree of input specificity and final good productivity
for the various organizational forms that the final good firm can adopt. The
variable dl

k is measured along the vertical axis and θ/θ
¯

is measured along
the horizontal axis.

[Figure 1 about here]

As is demonstrated in Figure 1, the degree of input specificity depends on
the organizational form adopted and on the final good firm’s productivity
level. Specifically:

Lemma 1 For any productivity θ of a final good firm, we have:

dN
G ≤ dS

G < dl
O = dl

I = 1.

Under generic outsourcing to the North and South, the degree of input speci-
ficity dl

G is an increasing and concave function of the final good firm’s pro-
ductivity θ and equals to 1 in the limit of θ equals ∞.

For a given final good firm productivity θ, inputs are completely specific
under vertical integration and ideal outsourcing since the intermediate good
firm has no outside option. The degree of input specificity under generic
outsourcing to the North and South, however, is less than 1 because un-
der these two organizational forms intermediate good firms have strictly
positive outside options. Comparing equations (10) and (12), the degree of
input specificity under generic outsourcing to the South is higher than under
generic outsourcing to the North. This is because the expected outside op-
tion under generic outsourcing to the South is lower than the outside option
under generic outsourcing to the North. Finally, from equation (14), the de-
gree of input specificity under generic outsourcing to the North and South
is an increasing and concave function of the final good firm’s productivity
and approaches 1 as final good productivity θ goes to infinity.

Inserting equations (8), (9), (11) and (13) into equation (7) permits us
to rewrite the final good firm optimization as:

max
k∈K,l∈L

Πl
k = R(xl∗

k )− (ωl + ρk)xl∗
k − f − F, (15)

subject to
xl∗

k = argmaxx{sl
kR

l
k − ωlxl

k}, (16)
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where the intermediate good firm’s ex post surplus share

sl
k =

{
β(1− δα) if (I, l)

β
(
1 + (1− β)

(
1− dk

l

))
if (O, l) or (G, l).

(17)

Figure 2 uses equations (14) and (17) to depict the intermediate good firm’s
ex post surplus share for the various organizational forms.

[Figure 2 about here]

As is demonstrated in Figure 2, the intermediate good firm’s ex post sur-
plus share is a function of the ownership structure and the degree of input
specificity. First, the intermediate good firm’s ex post surplus share is un-
ambiguously smaller under vertical integration than under the outsourcing
because the final good firm has a positive outside option while the inter-
mediate good firm has no outside option (see equation (8)). Second, the
intermediate good firm’s ex post surplus share under outsourcing linearly
decreases with the degree of input specificity. Combining equation (17)
with lemma 1, we can thus infer that the intermediate good firm’s ex post
surplus share under outsourcing is higher under generic outsourcing to the
North than under generic outsourcing to the South and ideal outsourcing,
in that order. From equations (14) and (17), the intermediate good firm’s
ex post surplus share under generic outsourcing to the North and South is
a negative and convex function of its partner’s productivity level. As its
partner’s productivity level increases, its ex post surplus share approaches
that of under ideal outsourcing β. Indeed, the intermediate good firm’s ex
post surplus share gap between generic outsourcing to the North, generic
outsourcing to the South and ideal outsourcing in the limit of θ approaching
infinity becomes negligible.

The severity of the hold-up friction for each firm under each organiza-
tional form can be determined by comparing with a complete contracting
environment. In such a case, the two parties would bargain over the division
of the revenue upon signing the contract and there would be no renegoti-
ation ex post. Using (7), it is straightforward to show that the final good
firm under complete contracts chooses to adopt ideal inputs and agrees to
give the intermediate good firm the entire revenue created by the relation-
ship (s∗ = 1).7 In our model, we can thus capture the hold-up friction with

7This outcome provides a nonnegative profit to the final good firm since he extracts
the entire profit of the relationship via the lump-sum transfer t.
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1 − sl
k. In Figure 3, we use equation (17) to depict the hold-up friction for

all organizational forms.

[Figure 3 about here]

Figure 3 illustrates that the hold-up friction depends on (i) the ownership
structure and (ii) the degree of input specificity. This permits us to formulate
the following proposition:

Proposition 1 For a given productivity θ, the hold-up friction increases as
we go from generic outsourcing to the North, to generic outsourcing to the
South, to ideal outsourcing, and to vertical integration, in that order. Under
generic outsourcing to the North and South, the hold-up friction is a positive
and concave function of the final good firm’s productivity θ. In the limit of
θ −→ ∞, the hold-up friction under generic outsourcing to the North and
South becomes equal to that under ideal outsourcing.

Proof. Follows from combining the definition of hold-up friction as 1− sl
k,

equations (14) and (17).

4 Organizational Forms

In this section, we analyze the final good firm’s optimal choice of organi-
zational form and show that, in equilibrium, this choice of the final good
firm depends on its productivity. By solving the intermediate good firm’s
optimization problem given by equation (16) and inserting xl∗

k and the cor-
responding price level pl∗

k into equation (15), the final good firm’s profit
maximization problem can be rewritten as:

max
k∈K,l∈L

Πl
k(θ

α
1−α ) = Aθ

α
1−α Z l

k − f − F, (18)

where

Z l
k = (1− αsl

k)
(

αsl
k

ωl(1 + ρk)

) α
1−α

. (19)

From equations (18) and (19), the choice of organizational form not only
depends on the ensuing hold-up friction 1 − sl

k, but also on other cost dif-
ferences between organizational forms.8 Specifically, final good firms also

8Antràs and Helpman (2004) show that the real consumption index A can be implicitly
derived from the free-entry condition

R∞
θ
¯

Π(θ, A)dG(θ) = Fe. Then, one can use A to

derive implicit solutions for the remaining values θ
¯
, θ1, θ2 and θ3.
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need to take into account the differences in wages wl between the North and
the South and differences in customization costs ρk between the adoption of
ideal and generic inputs.

In Appendix B, we derive a final good firm’s profit as a function of
its productivity for all feasible organizational forms. This permits us to
describe how firms’ sorting into different organizational forms depends on
productivity θ. Let θ1, θ2 and θ3 denote the productivity level for which
ΠN

G = ΠS
G, ΠS

G = ΠS
O and ΠN

G = ΠS
O, respectively. We can then formulate

the following theorem:

Theorem 1 In completely input-intensive industries, four scenarios can oc-
cur:

1. If ρ is large, the optimal organizational form for all final good firms is
ideal outsourcing to the South.

2. If ρ and wS are small, then generic outsourcing to the South is optimal
for final good firms with θ ∈ [θ

¯
, θ2] and ideal outsourcing to the South

is optimal for final good firms with θ ∈ [θ2,∞].

3. If ρ is small and wS is large, then generic outsourcing to the North
is optimal for final good firms with θ ∈ [θ

¯
, θ3] and ideal outsourcing to

the South is optimal for final good firms with θ ∈ [θ3,∞].

4. If ρ is small and wS takes on an intermediate value, then generic
outsourcing to the North is optimal for final good firms with θ ∈ [θ

¯
, θ1];

generic outsourcing to the South is optimal for final good firms with
θ ∈ [θ1, θ2] ; and ideal outsourcing is optimal for final good firms with
θ ∈ [θ2,∞].

Proof. See Appendix B.
In the proof of Theorem 1, we demonstrate that vertical integration to

the North (I, N), vertical integration to the South (I, S) and and ideal out-
sourcing to the North (O,N) are not feasible organizational forms. We also
show that, under ideal outsourcing to the South (O,S), the profit function
ΠS

O is a positive and linear function of θ
α

1−α . Under generic outsourcing to
the North (G, N) and South (G, S), however, the profit functions Πl

G are in-
creasing and concave functions in θ

α
1−α . Furthermore, in the limit of θ −→ 0,

ΠN ′
G and ΠS′

G exceed ΠS′
O , while in the limit of θ −→ ∞, ΠN ′

G < ΠS′
G < ΠS

O.
These well-behaved characteristics of the profit functions allow us to graph-
ically analyze the sorting pattern of firms depending on their productivity
level and the parameter values of wS and ρ.
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To provide the logic behind Theorem 1, we graphically depict in Figure
4 the scenario in which the most organizational forms coexist: scenario 4.
The other scenarios are derived and interpreted in Appendix B.

[Figure 4 about here]

As is depicted in figure 4, a firm’s optimal organizational form depends on
its productivity θ. Specifically, when ρ and ws take on medium values, the
following sorting pattern occurs: (i) low productivity firms choose generic
outsourcing to the North, (ii) medium productivity firms choose generic
outsourcing to the South, and (iii) high productivity firms choose ideal out-
sourcing to the South. The intuition is the following: low productivity firms
(θ
¯
≤ θ ≤ θ1) choose generic outsourcing to the North (G, N) because the

ensuing low hold-up friction 1− sN
G outweighs both the higher wages of pro-

ducing inputs in the North and the customization costs ρ of using generic
inputs. As the final good firm’s productivity increases, however, the hold-up
friction rises more rapidly under generic outsourcing to the North than the
other organizational forms (see Figure 2). For medium productivity firms
with θ1 ≤ θ ≤ θ2, the benefit of lower wages in the South thus outweighs
the lower hold-up friction of generic outsourcing to the North. As a result,
medium productivity firms opt for generic outsourcing to the South (G, S).
Finally, for high productivity firms with θ ≥ θ2, the cost of paying cus-
tomization costs exceeds the benefit of a lower hold-up friction that generic
outsourcing to the South entails. As a result, high productivity firms choose
ideal outsourcing to the South (O,S).

Scenario’s 3 and 4 of Theorem 1 are consistent with the empirical evi-
dence that only the most productive firms internationalize, while the least
productive firms source their inputs domestically. Unlike Antràs and Help-
man (2004) and Grossman, Helpman and Szeidl (2004), however, our model
does not rely on the assumption that the fixed organizational costs are higher
when the intermediate good firm is located in the South than the North to
obtain this result. In particular, we assume that fixed costs are identical for
all organizational forms. We thus state the following corollary:

Corollary 1 In input-intensive industries, only the most productive final
good firms internationalize since the increase in hold-up friction related to
internationalization is least severe for them.

We can use Figure 3 to provide the intuition behind Corollary 1. In Fig-
ure 3, the difference in hold-up friction between generic outsourcing to the
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North (G, N) and generic outsourcing to the South (G, S) is smaller for high
productivity firms than it is for low productivity firms. This implies that
the increase in hold-up friction related to internationalization is less severe
for high productivity firms than low productivity firms. As a result, high
productivity firms internationalize, while low productivity firms source do-
mestically. Corollary 1 thus identifies a new theoretical reason why only the
most productive firms internationalize.

Scenario’s 2, 3 and 4 of Theorem 1 provide insights into which type of
firms are most likely to adopt generic inputs:

Corollary 2 In completely input-intensive industries, high productivity fi-
nal good firms adopt ideal inputs, while low productivity final good firms
adopt generic inputs.

We can use Figure 3 and Proposition 1 to provide the intuition behind
Corollary 2. In Figure 3, the difference in hold-up friction between generic
outsourcing to the South (G, S) and ideal outsourcing to the South (I, S) is
smaller for high productivity firms than low productivity firms. This implies
that the benefit for high productivity firms of adopting generic inputs is
smaller than for low productivity firms. As a result, high productivity firms
adopt ideal inputs, while low productivity firms adopt generic inputs.

Corollary 2 is consistent with Gereffi, Humphrey and Sturgeon’s (2005)
notion that the relative productivity of lead firms and suppliers is an im-
portant determinant of the organizational form adopted: when the relative
productivity of the final good firm versus the intermediate good firm is
high, then ideal inputs are adopted. When the relative productivity of the
final good firm versus the intermediate good firm is low, generic inputs are
adopted.

5 Conclusion

This paper has addressed the role of productivity on a firm’s optimal out-
sourcing strategy. For this purpose, we expand the Antràs-Helpman (2004)
model by allowing heterogeneous final good firms to choose between the
adoption of ideal and generic inputs. This introduces an interesting trade-
off: while specific inputs are more productive than generic inputs, final good
producers might opt for generic outsourcing since it reduces the severity of
the hold-up friction under generic outsourcing. We demonstrate that the
hold-up friction under generic outsourcing is larger for high productivity
firms than for low productivity firms. This implies that the final good firms’
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sorting into different organizational forms depends on their productivity.
We show that if search frictions are larger in the South than the North, this
implies that the highest productivity firms choose ideal outsourcing to the
South, while medium productivity firms choose generic outsourcing to the
South, and low productivity firms choose generic outsourcing to the North.

Our result is consistent with Antràs and Helpman’s (2004) prediction and
Tomiura’s (2005a, 2005b) empirical evidence that only the most productive
firms outsource internationally. However, our result does not rely on the
assumption that the fixed cost of outsourcing to the South is larger than that
of outsourcing to the North. Our model thus provides a new explanation
why only the most productive firms choose to internationalize: given that
the hold-up friction under generic outsourcing is an increasing function of
the final good firm’s productivity level, the cost in terms of hold-up friction
of shifting input production to the South is least severe for high productivity
firms.

Our model also provides novel insights into the determinants of the type
of outsourcing relationship that firms have with their suppliers. Consistent
with Gereffi, Humphrey and Sturgeon’s (2005) notion that the relative pro-
ductivity of a lead firm versus a supplier is an important determinant of
the organizational choice, we find that only the least productive firms adopt
generic inputs, while the most productive firms adopt ideal inputs.

In this paper, we focused on completely input-intensive industries where
the final good firm does not conduct relationship-specific investments. An
interesting extension of the model would be to introduce the choice be-
tween ideal and generic inputs into a framework where both parties conduct
relationship-specific inputs. This would allow us to co-determine hetero-
geneous firms’ technological structure, ownership structure and location of
production.
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Appendix A: Derivation of equation (10)

In the calculation of the intermediate good firm’s ex post outside option
under generic outsourcing to the North, we assume that the intermediate
good firm carries over the original contract to the outside relation. As
a result, the intermediate good firm provides the same transfer t to the
threshold firm as specified in the original contract. Furthermore, we assume
that none of both parties have an outside option in the outside relation.
The derivation has two steps. First, we derive the intermediate good firm’s
surplus share. Second, we demonstrate that the threshold firm will always
end up with nonnegative profits.

Step 1. Let x denote the amount of inputs that the intermediate good
firm has produced for the original relationship. Then, from equation (3),
the threshold firm (with productivity θ

¯
) will be able to produce:

y
¯

= θ
¯
x. (A-1)

From equation (2), the corresponding output price will be:

p
¯

= A1−α(θ
¯
x)−(1−α). (A-2)

If the threshold firm agrees to proceed, the intermediate good firm will
obtain surplus share βR

¯
from this relationship, while the threshold final good

firm obtains (1− β)R
¯
.9 Using equations (A-1) and (A-2), the intermediate

good firm’s outside option equals:

v = βA1−α(θ
¯
x)α. (A-3)

Using equations (2) and (3), we derive the revenue that could have been
created in the inside (original) relationship:

R = A1−α(θx)α. (A-4)

The aggregate consumption index A is identical for all final good firms.
By using equation (A-4) to solve for A and inserting it into (A-3), we can
express v as a function of R:

vN
G = β

(
θ

θ
¯

)−α

RN
G . (A-5)

9Both parties face zero outside options.
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From equation (A-5), the intermediate good firm’s ex post outside option
is a constant fraction of the revenue that could have been generated in the
original relation.

Step 2. From equation (4), the threshold final good firm will only agree
to enter the market if its profits are nonnegative:

π
¯

= (1− β)A1−α
(
θ
¯
xN

G

)α − ρxN
G − F − t ≥ 0. (A-6)

To prove that this is the case, we need to first solve for the entire model.
Once we have done so, we can solve for the optimal t∗ and x∗ in the original
relationship. Next, we can use the characteristics of the threshold firm to
solve for A. By combining these calculations, we can demonstrate that the
threshold firm’s profits are always nonnegative.

1. The intermediate good firm carries over the contract from the original
relationship. As a result, he is required to transfer to the threshold
firm the same amount t that he would have transferred in the original
relationship. From equation (5), it can be derived that in the original
relationship:

−t∗ = sN
GR(xN

G )− xN
G − f. (A-7)

2. From equation (16), it can be derived that the intermediate good firm
produces the following amount of inputs for the original relationship:

xN∗
G = A

(
αsN

Gθα
) 1

1−α . (A-8)

3. To solve for A, we first notice from Theorem 1 that when generic
outsourcing to the North is chosen by at least one final good firm, then
the least productive active final good firm chooses generic outsourcing
to the North. This implies that — if at least one final good firm
chooses generic outsourcing to the North — the threshold firm’s profit-
maximizing original form is generic outsourcing to the North. Using
equations (14) and (17), the threshold firm would have had a surplus
share of 1−β(2−β) if he would have chosen to be active. Using (16),
he would have had the following amount of inputs at its disposal:

x
¯
∗ = A (αβ(2− β)θ

¯
α)

1
1−α . (A-9)

The special characteristic of the threshold firm is that he initially is
indifferent between being active in the market and remaining idle. This
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implies that with x
¯
∗ at his disposal, he would have faced zero profits.

From equation (6), this implies that:

A1−α (θ
¯
x
¯
∗)α − (1 + ρ)x

¯
∗ − f − F = 0. (A-10)

By inserting equation (A-9) into equation (A-10), we can thus derive
A:

A =
f + F

(αβ(2− β)θ
¯
)

α
1−α (1− (1 + ρ)αβ(2− β))

. (A-11)

We now have all the required information to calculate whether the thresh-
old firm in the outside relationship faces nonnegative profits. By inserting
equations (A-7), (A-8) and (A-11) into (A-6) and rearranging, the threshold
firm has a nonnegative profit if the following condition holds:(

sN
Gθ

β(2− β)

) α
1−α

(
(1− β) (θ/θ

¯
)α + sN

G − (1 + ρ)αsN
G

1− (1 + ρ)αβ(2− β)

)
≥ 1.

This is always the case since both terms within brackets are larger than 1.
We can conclude that the threshold firm is always willing to take over the
original contract with the intermediate good firm.
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Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 1

In this appendix, we will first demonstrate that vertical integration (I, l) and
ideal outsourcing to the North (O,N) are never optimal strategies. Next, we
will analyze the characteristics of the profit functions under the remaining
organizational forms. This will allow us to prove Theorem 1.

Elimination of (I,S), (I,N) and (O,N). Vertical integration to the North
(I,N), vertical integration to the South (I, S) and ideal outsourcing to the
North (O,N) are never optimal strategies because they are dominated by
ideal outsourcing to the South (O,S). We can demonstrate this by com-
paring the differences in wages wl and hold-up friction 1− sl

k between these
organizational forms. We do not need to consider customization costs ρk

since firms under all these organizational forms adopt ideal inputs.

1. Ceteris paribus, (O,S) dominates (O,N) since firms face the same
hold-up friction, while wages in the South are lower than in the North.

2. Ceteris paribus, (O,S) dominates (I, N) since the hold-up friction and
wages are lower under (O,S) than (I,N).

3. Ceteris paribus, (O,S) dominates (I, S) since the hold-up friction are
lower under (O,S) than (I,N) and wages are the same.

This implies that (I, N), (I, S) and (O,N) are never optimal strategies. �

For the remaining organizational forms (G, N), (G, S) and (O,S), we need
to analyze the characteristics of their profit functions Πl

k(θ
α

1−α ). We will first
analyze the first and second order conditions of the three profit functions.

Ideal Outsourcing to the South. From equations (18) and (19), the final
good firm’s profit function ΠS

O linearly increases in θ
α

1−α :

ΠS′
O = A

(
αβ

ωS

) α
1−α

(
1− α + αβ

(
1− β

β

))
> 0. (B-1)

and
ΠS′′

O = 0.

Generic Outsourcing to the North and South. From equations (18)
and (19), the final good firms’ profit functions ΠN

G and ΠS
G are increasing
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and concave functions of θ
α

1−α :

Πl′
G = A

(
αsl

G

ωl(1 + ρG)

) α
1−α

(
1− α + αβ

(
1− sl

G

sl
G

))
> 0, (B-2)

and

Πl′′
G = −A

(
αsl

G

ωl(1 + ρG)

) α
1−α α

(
sl
G − β

)
sl2
Gθ

α
1−α

(
(1− α)(sl

G − β) + αβ(1− sl
G)

)
≤ 0.

To ensure that each organizational form is feasible, we also need to analyze
the profit functions in their limits. In the limit of θ −→ 0, the slopes of the
profit functions under (G, N) and (G, S) approaches infinity:

lim
θ−→0

Πl′
G = +∞. (B-3)

The slope of the profit function under (O,S) is given by equation (B-1). A
comparison of equations (B-3) and (B-1) demonstrates that for low produc-
tivity levels:

ΠN ′
G > ΠS′

O and ΠS′
G > ΠS′

O . (B-4)

Next, we need to determine for which productivity θ, (G, N) dominates
(G, S). Let θ1 denote the productivity level where ΠS

G = ΠN
G . Using equa-

tions (14), (17) and (B-2), ΠN ′
G > ΠS′

G for θ < θ1 as long as wS is not too
small. ΠN ′

G < ΠS′
G otherwise. Combining these results with (B-4) and the

characteristics of the profit functions, the following ranking of profit func-
tions holds if wS is not too small and θ is close to zero:

ΠN
G ≥ ΠS

G ≥ ΠS
O (B-5)

In the limit of θ −→ ∞, the slope of the profit functions under (G, N)
and (G, S) is:

lim
θ−→∞

Πl′
G = A

(
αβ

(1 + ρG)ωl

) α
1−α

(
1− α + αβ

(
1− β

β

))
(B-6)

A comparison of equations (B-1) and (B-6) allows us to rank the slopes
of the profit functions as θ approaches infinity: ΠN ′

G < ΠS′
G < ΠS

O. This is
because ρ is strictly positive under (G, l) and zero under (O,S). In addition,
wages are lower in the South than in the North. From the characteristics of
the profit functions, this implies that for a sufficiently high productivity:

ΠN
G ≤ ΠS

G ≤ ΠS
O. (B-7)
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These well-behaved characteristics of the profit functions allow us to graphi-
cally analyze the sorting pattern of firms depending on the parameter values
of wS and ρ. In Figure 4, we depict as a benchmark scenario the scenario
in which all three organizational forms are represented. We can use this
graphical representation to distinguish four scenarios:

Scenario 1. When ρ is sufficiently large, generic outsourcing to the North
and South are not feasible strategies. From equations (B-1) and (B-2), an
increase in ρ reduces the slopes of ΠS

G and ΠN
G , while leaving ΠS

O unchanged.
If the slopes of ΠS

G and ΠN
G are sufficiently small, then both profit functions

will intersect with ΠS
O at θ < θ

¯
. In that case, only ideal outsourcing to the

South is a feasible strategy.

Scenario 2. When ρ is not too large and ws is sufficiently small, generic
outsourcing to the North is not a feasible strategy. From equations (B-1)
and (B-2), a decrease in wS increases the slopes of ΠS

G and ΠS
O, while leaving

the slope of ΠN
G unchanged. If the slopes of ΠS

G and ΠS
O increase sufficiently,

then ΠN
G intersects with ΠS

G at θ < θ
¯
. Generic outsourcing to the North

thus is not a feasible strategy. In that case, the following sorting pattern
occurs: generic outsourcing to the South is optimal for final good firms with
θ ∈ [θ

¯
, θ2] and ideal outsourcing to the South is optimal for final good firms

with θ ∈ [θ2,∞].

Scenario 3. When ρ is not too large and wS is sufficiently large, then
generic outsourcing to the South is not a feasible strategy. An increase in wS

reduces the slopes of ΠS
G and ΠS

O, while the slope of ΠN
G remains unchanged.

If the slopes of ΠS
G and ΠS

O decrease sufficiently, then ΠN
G intersects with ΠS

O

before ΠN
G intersects with ΠS

G. Generic outsourcing to the South thus is not
a feasible strategy. In that case, the following sorting pattern occurs: generic
outsourcing to the North is optimal for final good firms with θ ∈ [θ

¯
, θ3] and

ideal outsourcing to the South is optimal for final good firms with θ ∈ [θ3,∞].

Scenario 4. If ρ and ws take on medium values, all organizational forms are
represented. In that case, the following sorting pattern occurs (see Figure
4): generic outsourcing to the North is optimal for final good firms with
θ ∈ [θ

¯
, θ1]; generic outsourcing to the South is optimal for final good firms

with θ ∈ [θ1, θ2] ; and ideal outsourcing is optimal for final good firms with
θ ∈ [θ2,∞].
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Figure 1: Degree of Input Specificity
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Figure 2: Intermediate good firm’s ex post surplus share
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Figure 3: Hold-Up Friction
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Figure 4: Equilibrium Organizational Form
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